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FOREWORD

FIA is a continuing endeavor as mandated by the Renewable Resources
Research Act of 1978, the Forest Ecosystems and Atmospheric Pollution Act
of 1988, and Section 253(c) of the Agricultural Research, Extension, and
Education Reform Act of 1998.  The objective of FIA is to inventory the
Nation’s forest land.  Up-to-date resource information is essential to frame
forest policies and programs.  USDA Forest Service regional research stations
are responsible for conducting these inventories.  Fieldwork for the fourth
forest inventory of Illinois was begun in August of 1996 and completed in
August of 1998.  Reports of previous inventories of Illinois are dated 1948,
1962, and 1985.  The State of Illinois provided valuable cooperation and
assistance throughout the course of this most recent inventory effort.

Notice to users of the 1998 inventory of Illinois’s forest resources
results:

Tables in the appendix relating to sawtimber volume are presented in both
International 1/4 inch rule and Doyle rule.  International 1/4 inch rule is
the USDA Forest Service standard while Doyle is the common measure used
in Illinois by forest industries and land management agencies.  Because
these results are used nationally and consistent comparisons are crucial,
International 1/4 inch rule is used as the unit of measure for sawtimber
volume unless Doyle rule is noted in the text.  We have made an effort to
include Doyle tables and discussion where appropriate to improve the utility
of the inventory results for regional and local users of these results.

Data from new inventories are often compared with data from earlier invento-
ries to determine trends in forest resources.  However, for the comparisons to
be valid, the procedures used in the two inventories must be similar.  As a
result of our ongoing efforts to improve the efficiency and reliability of the
inventory, several changes in procedures and definitions have occurred since
the last Illinois inventory in 1985.  Because some of these changes will make
it inappropriate to directly compare the 1998 data with those published for
1985, data from the 1985 inventory have been reprocessed using the 1998
procedures.  Please refer to the section labeled “Comparing the fourth inven-
tory of Illinois with the third inventory” in the appendix for more details.

Perhaps the most significant change between inventories was the develop-
ment of new volume tables between the 1985 and 1998 inventories of Illinois’
forest resources.  The new volume tables, developed by USDA Forest Service
research scientists and other cooperating researchers, more accurately
estimate the true growing-stock and sawtimber volume.  In general, the old
volume tables used in the previous inventories slightly overestimated the
true volume.  As a part of the current inventory, we updated the 1985 inven-
tory using the new volume tables.  As a result, the volumes that were recal-
culated for the 1985 inventory show a small decrease from the previously
published volumes (Resource Bulletins NC-103 – Illinois Forest Statistics,
1985, and NC-105 – Illinois’ Forest Resource).  All tables with 1985 data, and
comparisons to the 1985 inventory results, in this publication reflect the
recalculated volumes.

Field work for this most recent inventory was completed between 1996 and
1998.  All data related to area and volume are dated 1998.  Because field
measurements were ongoing during 1998 and change data such as growth,
mortality, and removals continued to occur in 1998, these data are dated



1997.  Comparisons between the most recent inventory and updated previ-
ous inventories for area and volume compare 1985 with 1998.  Compari-
sons for growth, mortality, and removals compare 1985 with 1997.

FIA St. Paul, Minnesota, staff involved in the fourth inventory of Illinois
included Beth Collins, Dave Frazier, Barb Fuller, Dale Gormanson, Ron
Hackett, David Haugen, Barb Knight, Leo Larkin, Earl Leatherberry, Dennis
May, Pat Miles, Tim Miller, Jerry Ostrom, Ron Piva, Gerhard Raile, Mary Jo
Resendez, Tyson Schreiner, and Dan Wendt.  FIA field staff involved in this
inventory were Ryan Anderson, Joseph Boykin, Steve Fadden, Tom Forbes,
Cheri Hartless, Patrick Hartless, Glenda Hefty, Bryan Hendricks, Gary
Inhelder, Brian Peura, Brad Witkin, and Erin Witkin.
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Illinois has a variety of forest resources that
make significant environmental and economic
contributions.  In addition to employment and
other economic contributions, Illinois’ forests
provide outdoor recreation experiences as well
as improve and protect the State’s soil and
water resources.  The State is divided into
three Survey Units, based largely on topogra-
phy and location of forest land (fig. 1).

HIGHLIGHTS

•   The area of Illinois’ forests continued to
show a net increase between inventories, a
trend that began in the 1960’s.  The pri-
mary causes were increases in the width of
existing narrow wooded strips and the
conversion of cropland and pasture to forest
land.  These increases were greater than
losses by development of forest land for
agriculture, urban/suburban expansion,
and other uses.

•   Net growth exceeded harvest in Illinois.
Average annual net growth of growing stock
exceeded the average annual harvest by a
2.6 to 1 margin between 1985 and 1997.
As a result of the expanding resource and
the greater growth than harvesting, the
volume of trees growing in Illinois continued
to increase.

•   During the 13 years between inventories,
an average of 21.8 million new growing-
stock trees were established each year in
Illinois.  As a result, in 1998 there were
283.7 million more growing-stock trees than
in 1985.

•   The future of the forest lies in the hands of
individual private landowners.  They own
almost 90 percent of the total area of tim-
berland in Illinois.

EXTENT OF ILLINOIS’ FORESTS

• Area of forest land and timberland has
increased since the 1960’s (timberland is a
subset of forest land; timberland has mini-
mum productivity capabilities and is not
permanently excluded from harvest by
legislation or administrative order).  Due to
the dominance of timberland, the majority
of this report presents results related to
timberland.  Timberland has historically
represented more than 90 percent of the
total area of forest land in Illinois.  For
example, of the 4.3 million acres of forest
land in 1998, 94 percent was classified as
timberland.

•   The area of timberland in Illinois has been
steadily increasing since the 1960’s.  Tim-
berland increased from 3.981 million acres
in 1962, to 4.030 million acres in 1985, to
4.087 million acres in 1998 (fig. 2).  In
1998, timberland represented 11 percent of
the total land area in Illinois.

• The majority of the increase in area of
timberland between 1985 and 1998 oc-
curred in the Southern Unit.  The Claypan
Unit slightly increased while the Prairie Unit
slightly decreased in area of timberland.

• Pope County, in the Southern Unit, was the
most heavily forested county in both 1985
(143 thousand acres of timberland) and in
1998 (151 thousand acres of timberland).

• In 1998, the Southern Unit was the most
heavily forested Survey Unit with almost 3
out of every 10 acres classified as timber-
land.  Conversely, in the Prairie Unit, less
than 1 out of every 10 acres was classified
as timberland.  The Prairie Unit was the
most urbanized and agriculturally oriented
part of the State.  In the Claypan Uinit, 15
percent of the total area of land was classi-
fied as timberland.

• Individual private landowners were the
largest timberland ownership group in
Illinois, owning 82 percent of all timberland
in 1998.  The Federal government was the
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Figure 1.—Forest land as a percent of land area by county, and
   Survey Unit, Illinois, 1998.
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Figure 2.—Area of timberland in Illinois by
   inventory time period.

largest public owner of timberland with 313
thousand acres, representing 8 percent of
the total timberland area.

COMPOSITION OF ILLINOIS’ FORESTS

Area

• Illinois’ forests were predominately hard-
woods with 97 percent of the total area of
timberland classified as hardwood forest
types.  The primary hardwood forest types
in Illinois were oak/hickory with 2.1 million
acres, elm/ash/cottonwood with 906
thousand acres, and maple/beech with 696
thousand acres (fig. 3).

Figure 3.—Area of timberland in Illinois by
   selected forest types, 1985 and 1998.

•   In 1998, conifer forest types represented
only 3 percent of the total area of timber-
land in Illinois.  In 1998, there were 47
thousand acres where eastern redcedar was
the predominant species and 63 thousand
acres where pines were the predominant
species.

• Between 1985 and 1998, the area of short-
leaf pine, oak/pine, and maple/beech
declined.  The area of oak/hickory remained
stable while the area of white pine, eastern
redcedar, oak/gum/cypress, elm/ash/
cottonwood, and cherry/ash/yellow-poplar
all increased between 1985 and 1998.

• Increases in the area of eastern redcedar
occurred as nonforest land with trees in
1985 increased its stocking level by 1998
through increases in total number of trees
and in the diameter size of existing trees,
which resulted in these stands now being
classified as timberland.  In previous inven-
tories, elm/ash/cottonwood bottomland
forests existed as narrow wooded strips but
did not meet the minimum requirement for
timberland (at least 120 feet in width).  Over
time, these narrow forests expanded in
width to where, by 1998, they qualified as
timberland, which contributed to the overall
statewide increase in timberland.  Increases
in the area of cherry/ash/yellow-poplar
occurred as selective harvesting and natural
mortality caused timberland stands that
were classified as either oak/hickory or
maple/beech in 1985 to be reclassified as
cherry/ash/yellow-poplar in 1998.

• Between inventories, the area of poletimber-
size and sawtimber-size stands increased as
Illinois’ forests continued to mature and
increase their average diameters (fig. 4).
Diameters are measured at 4.5 feet above
ground and are referred to as diameter at
breast height (d.b.h.).  As the area in larger
stands increased, the area in sapling-
seedling-size stands decreased.  This
change occurred as sapling-seedling-size
trees measured in 1985 increased their
diameters through growth to where, by
1998, they qualified as either poletimber or
sawtimber-size trees.  In 1985, sawtimber-
size stands accounted for 64 percent of the
total area of timberland.  However, by 1998,
sawtimber-size stands represented 72
percent of the total area of timberland.
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Figure 4.—Area of timberland in Illinois by
   stand-size class, 1985 and 1998.

• The increase in the average stand-size class
in Illinois between inventories is an indica-
tion of a lack of significant disturbance
through either natural occurrences or
harvesting.  Selective harvesting methods
used in hardwood stands throughout the
Central Hardwood Region do not cause the
large-scale disturbances that are needed to
reclassify the timberland as sapling-seed-
ling-size stands.  Sixty-five percent of the
new forest land (areas classified nonforest
in 1985 and forest in 1998) was classified
sawtimber in the 1998 inventory.  This
occurred through the expansion of narrow
wooded strips and other small wooded areas
that had trees but were not classified forest
in 1985 because they were too narrow (less
than 120 feet wide) or too small in area (less
than 1 acre in size) and by the expansion of
existing forest land into other nonforest
areas.

•   In 1998, 40 percent of the timberland in
Illinois was considered fully stocked (fig. 5).
Stocking is a measure of how well-occupied
the land is by trees.  The goal of most forest
managers is to maintain the forests in a
fully stocked condition since this condition
provides for optimal growth.  There are
opportunities to improve the current growth
rate and the overall health and vigor of
Illinois’ timberlands.

• The average potential productivity of tim-
berlands in Illinois is above the national
average.  Potential productivity is an esti-
mate of the volume growth per acre per year

Figure 5.—Area of timberland in Illinois by
   stocking class, 1998.

Figure 6.—Area of timberland in Illinois by
   potential productivity class, 1998.

at culmination of mean annual increment of
a fully stocked stand.  Although this defini-
tion is intended for industrial wood produc-
tion, it is a good measure of the potential of
a forest to produce a wide array of products
and benefits.  In Illinois, half of the total
area of timberland has the potential to
produce more than 85 cubic feet of wood
per acre per year (fig. 6).  As a comparison,
29 percent of Michigan’s timberlands have a
potential productivity of more than 85 cubic
feet per acre per year (Schmidt et al. 1997).

 Number of Trees

• In terms of the total number of growing-
stock trees, elm with more than 412 million
trees was the most abundant species group
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in Illinois in 1998.  Other species groups
with more than 100 million trees included
hickory, red oak, sugar and black maples,
ash, hackberry, and black cherry.  Eastern
redcedar, with almost 20 million growing-
stock trees in 1998, was the most abundant
conifer.

• The number of growing-stock trees in
Illinois increased from 1.6 billion in 1985 to
1.9 billion in 1998.  Illinois had an esti-
mated population of 12 million people in
1998, so there were almost 160 growing-
stock trees for each citizen in the State.

• Between 1985 and 1998, elm, sycamore,
willow, hackberry, black cherry, black
walnut, and yellow-poplar all increased in
the total number of growing-stock trees by
at least 25 percent.

• Due to the high economic and wildlife
benefits associated with oaks, they are of
special concern in Illinois.  Between 1985
and 1998, the total number of trees in the
red oak species group increased by 30
percent and the total number of trees in the
white oak species group decreased by 12
percent.

• In addition to white oak, basswood, beech,
soft maple, cottonwood, river birch, and
butternut all decreased in the total number
of growing-stock trees between 1985 and
1998.

Growing-stock Volume

• Growing-stock volume increased from 4.7
billion cubic feet in 1985 to 5.9 billion cubic
feet in 1998, reflecting the increase in both
area and stocking during the 13 years
between inventories.  This increase contin-
ued the trend in Illinois of increasing grow-
ing-stock volume with each new inventory
(fig. 7).

• With the increase in total growing-stock
volume, average timberland volume per acre
also increased.  Average volume per acre
increased from 865 cubic feet per acre in
1962 to 1,454 cubic feet per acre in 1998.
The increasing level of growing-stock vol-
ume per acre in Illinois reflects increasing
stocking rates and high “growth to remov-
als” ratios.  If stocking could be increased,

Figure 7.—Total growing-stock volume in Illinois
   by inventory time period.

Figure 8.—Growing-stock volume in Illinois by
   unit, 1985 and 1998.

average volumes would be expected to
continue to rise, allowing for increased
harvesting and other uses without threaten-
ing the resource.

• Growing-stock volume increased between
inventories in all three units (fig. 8).  While
the Prairie Unit had the most total growing-
stock volume, it had the lowest average
growing-stock volume per acre with 1,374
cubic feet per acre.  The Southern Unit
averaged 1,528 cubic feet per acre and the
Claypan Unit averaged 1,487 cubic feet per
acre.  On average, the higher the average
volume per acre the higher the stocking
rate.
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• Sawtimber volume also increased in Illinois
between 1985 and 1998, rising from 16.2
billion board feet in 1985 to 21.9 billion
board feet in 1998 (International 1/4 inch
rule).  The increase in growing-stock and
sawtimber volume shows the dominance of
Illinois’ timberland by larger stands and
trees.  As these forests mature, it could be
expected that future regeneration might
favor shade-tolerant species.  As a result,
future regeneration of shade-intolerant
species might be expected to decline.

• In both 1985 and 1998, hardwoods ac-
counted for 97 percent of all growing-stock
volume.  The species groups with the most
growing-stock volume in 1998 were red
oaks, white oaks, soft maple, hickories, ash,
cottonwood, and hard maple (all with more
than 200 million cubic feet) (fig. 9).

• In 1998, 87 percent of the total volume of
timber in Illinois qualified as growing stock.
In addition to growing-stock volume (5.9
billion cubic feet), Illinois had additional
non-growing-stock volume in cull trees of
757 million cubic feet (short-log, rough, and
rotten trees) and in salvable dead trees of
106 million cubic feet in 1998.  In total,
Illinois had 6.8 billion cubic feet of volume
in 1998.  While the vast majority of wood
harvested is from growing stock, these other
sources of volume also contribute to the
overall harvest and availability of wood fiber
in Illinois.

Sawtimber Volume

• In 1998, sawtimber volume in Illinois
totaled 21.9 billion board feet measured
with the International 1/4 inch rule.  Due
to State and local interest, the following
sawtimber volume discussions are pre-
sented using Doyle rule.  To convert from
Doyle rule to International 1/4 inch rule,
please see the appendix for conversion
factors.  In the appendix tables, sawtimber
volume is presented in both Doyle and
International 1/4 inch rule.

• Overall, the sawtimber volume measured
using Doyle is about 65 percent of the same
sawtimber volume measured using the
International 1/4 inch rule.  The trends
expressed in our discussion of sawtimber
volume using the Doyle rule hold true for
International 1/4 inch rule as well.

• In 1998, Illinois had 14.8 billion board feet
(Doyle) of sawtimber volume.  Of the total
sawtimber volume, 41 percent was in trees
with diameters of more than 21 inches.

• The species groups with the most sawtim-
ber volume include red and white oak, soft
maples, hickory, cottonwood, sycamore,
and ash.  All of these species groups had
more than 600 million board feet (Doyle) of
sawtimber volume.

• Between 1985 and 1998, all species groups
increased their sawtimber volume except
tupelo.  The greatest percentage increase in
sawtimber occurred in the conifers, soft
maple, sweetgum, black walnut, hackberry,
black cherry, and willow species groups.  All
these species groups increased their total
sawtimber volume by at least 50 percent
between inventories (fig. 10).

• Both the Claypan and Prairie Units rose by
almost 1.4 billion board feet (Doyle) in the
13 years between inventories for an average
annual increase of about 100 million board
feet (Doyle) in each unit.

Quality of Sawtimber

• The quality of Illinois’ sawtimber has im-
proved since 1985.  As an example, the
percentage of sawtimber in the highest
quality classifications (grades 1 and 2)Figure 9.—Growing-stock volume in Illinois by

   selected species groups, 1985 and 1998.
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Figure 10.—Sawtimber volume in Illinois by species group between
   1985 and 1998 (Doyle).

7

increased from 28 percent in 1985 to 48
percent in 1998 (fig. 11).  The predominant
reason for this improvement in quality was
the increase in the overall size (diameters
and lengths) of the sawtimber resource.

CAUSES OF CHANGE IN
ILLINOIS’ FORESTS

• The primary causes of change in Illinois’
forests are natural successional processes,
growth, mortality, and other natural distur-
bances; and human-induced changes such
as harvesting and land-use change.  These
change factors often result in reclassifica-
tions from one forest type to another.  For
example, some timberland sites were classi-
fied as oak/hickory forest type in 1985.
However, when our field crews re-visited
these same sites in 1998, either succession
had progressed to where the oak/hickory
trees were replaced by other species or
harvesting had occurred that changed the
species composition.  If oak trees are har-
vested and if the advanced regeneration
consists of other species, the stand often
converts to a different species composition,
which can result in its being classified as a

different forest type.  For example, in 1985,
there were 2,139 thousand acres classified
as oak/hickory forest.  In 1998, there were
2,137 thousand acres classified as oak/
hickory forest.  However, not all of the 1985
oak/hickory forests stayed as this same
type during the 13 years between invento-
ries.  Of the oak/hickory acreage in 1985,
1,735 thousand acres stayed in the oak/
hickory forest type, 149 thousand acres
were reclassified as nonforest, 136 thou-
sand acres were reclassified as maple/
beech, and the other 119 thousand acres
were reclassified into other forest types.
Table A shows the FIA-determined changes
in land-use classification between 1985 and
1998.

• Most of Illinois’ forests were not planted and
are more or less naturally occurring.  Less
than 3 percent of the total timberland area
consists of plantations where planted trees
form a portion of the stand.  Shortleaf pine,
eastern white pine, and red pine are the
major species that have been planted over
the years in Illinois.  Most of the timberland
area in pine and oak/pine forest types are
plantations.  Plantations made up 100
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percent of the white pine type, 90 percent of
the shortleaf/Virginia pine type, and 60
percent of the oak/pine type area.  These
three forest types made up more than 75
percent of the total plantation area found in
the State.  In hardwood types, less than 1
percent of the timberland area was found to
be in plantations.  This may underestimate
hardwood planting somewhat because in
older hardwood forests it is often difficult to
determine whether or not the stand was
planted.  Hardwood species that have been
planted and were found in this inventory
included tulip poplar, sweetgum, sycamore,
black walnut, white oak, white ash, green
ash, and hybrid poplar.  Other species have
been planted, but, either the sampling
intensity of this inventory (approximately
one plot per 3,200 acres of forest land)
missed them or they were present on plots
but not identified as planted trees.

• Illinois’ forest composition has shifted over
time.  Timberlands that moved into
nonforest land classifications represent a
conversion of timberland into other land
uses such as developed land (housing, road
construction, and other human-induced
land developments) and agriculture.  In the
13 years between inventories, 441 thousand
acres of timberland in Illinois were con-
verted to nonforest land uses.  During the
same time period, 507 thousand acres of
nonforest land converted to timberland.

• New timberland area in Illinois came prima-
rily from nonforest lands that were reclassi-
fied into elm/ash/cottonwood, oak/hickory,
and maple/beech forest.

• Between 1985 and 1998, thousands of
acres of timberland were reclassified into
other forest types in Illinois.  These acres
stayed as timberland but were reclassified
because the species composition changed
between inventories.  Changes in species
composition occur as the forest matures;
natural disturbances such as windstorms
and floods occur; and human-induced
activities such as harvesting, timber stand
improvement (TSI), and tree planting hap-
pen.  These events change the composition
of the forest and the resulting forest type
classification.

• Timberlands undergo successional changes
in species composition as natural regenera-
tion replaces existing overstory trees.
Overstory trees are lost through both
natural mortality and harvesting.  In Illi-
nois, trees that replace the lost overstory
arise primarily from natural regeneration.
In addition, expansion of timberlands over
time and increased stocking rates have
occurred due to increased regeneration.
Regeneration is generally considered to be
in three classes of saplings/seedlings:
seedlings less than 1 inch d.b.h., saplings
from 1- to 2.9-inches d.b.h., and saplings

8

Figure 11.—Percentage of sawtimber volume in Illinois by grade in 1985 and 1998.
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from 3- to 4.9-inches d.b.h.  Overall, Illi-
nois’ growing-stock regeneration, expressed
in number of smaller trees, has consistently
increased since the 1960’s (fig. 12).

Figure 12.—Total regeneration in Illinois by
   diameter class, by inventory period.

• Grazing by domestic animal stock can have
a major impact on a forest, significantly
impacting regeneration, understory vegeta-
tion, species composition, water quality,
tree growth, and tree mortality.  In 1998, 11
percent of the total area of timberland in
the State was also being used for pasture
(461 thousand acres of pastured timberland
out of the statewide total of 4,087 thousand
acres of timberland).  These pastured
timberlands are productive forest lands that
have at least the minimum stocking to be
classified as forest land but where domestic
livestock are actively being grazed.  In
addition to these pastured timberlands,
there are 88 thousand acres of wooded
pasture and 127 thousand acres of pasture
with trees in the State.  These two classes
have some trees, but they do not have
enough stocking to be classed as forest
land.  They are typically more heavily
grazed or have been grazed for longer
periods of time than pastured timberland;
as a result, there is little or no advanced
regeneration or other understory vegetation
and the growth on the overstory trees is
being affected.  Between 1985 and 1998, Figure 13.—White oak regeneration in Illinois

   by diameter class, 1985 and 1998.

grazing decreased on timberland from 14
percent of the area to 11 percent and the
area of wooded pasture decreased from 162
thousand acres to 88 thousand acres.  This
indicates that less forest land is being used
for grazing, but, much of the State’s forests
are still being impacted by grazing.

• Because of the maturing of Illinois’ forests,
and white and red oak’s limited ability to
regenerate under shade, the regeneration of
these species is of concern.  The total
number of growing-stock white oak trees in
both the 1- to 2.9- and 3- to 4.9-inch d.b.h.
size classes declined between 1985 and
1998.  As a comparison, the number of
growing-stock white oaks in the 1- to 2.9-
inch d.b.h. class in Indiana rose from 19.9
million trees in 1986 to more than 23.6
million in 1998.

• The total number of growing-stock red oak
trees in both the 1- to 2.9- and 3- to 4.9-
inch d.b.h. size classes increased between
inventories (fig. 14).  The number of red
oaks 1- to 2.9-inches in d.b.h. increased by
73 percent and the number of red oaks 3-
to 4.9-inches in d.b.h. increased by 13
percent from 1985 to 1998.  As a compari-
son, the total number of growing-stock red
oak trees in the 1- to 2.9-inch d.b.h. class
in Indiana declined by 16 percent between
the two most recent inventories.  Thus,
while the decline in small white oaks is of
crucial importance, the recent increase in
small red oaks helps to alleviate some of the
concerns.
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Figure 14.—Red oak regeneration in Illinois by
   diameter class, 1985 and 1998.

be decreased through increased manage-
ment, the additional growth could be avail-
able for harvest or other uses.  However,
mortality can also be positive because it
provides coarse woody material for Illinois’
riverine water systems and a variety of
wildlife habitats.

• Between 1985 and 1997, the greatest total
mortality occurred in red oak, elm, white
oak, ash, hickory, and cottonwood.  Elm
mortality was primarily due to Dutch elm
disease.  Mortality of other species was due
to a combination of old trees reaching the
end of their lifespan, natural competition
with other trees, flooding, and a variety of
diseases and insects.

• Between 1985 and 1997, Illinois’ average
annual removals of growing stock were 67
million cubic feet.  This equates to an
average annual removal rate of 16 cubic feet
of growing stock per acre for each of the 4.1
million acres of timberland in Illinois.  This
removal rate represents 1.1 percent of the
total growing-stock volume in Illinois.

• About 30 percent of the total average an-
nual removals from timberland were due to
land-use change.  This included timber cut
during land-use change such as in conver-
sion to cropland and lands that have been
lost from timberland to other land-use
classes where the trees may not have been
cut.  Much of the removals in State and
National Forest ownership shown in table
24 were due to land-use change.  Examples
of public land-use change include the
conversion of timberland to reserved forest
land (such as when State-owned land that
was available for harvest in the previous
inventory is now a State Park); and marsh
with trees (due to natural and/or artificial
increases in water levels).  Of the observed
average annual 1.4 million cubic feet of
growing-stock removals on State land, 0.3
million cubic feet were found on lands being
added to State Parks (and thus “removed”
from the timberland base) and 0.9 million
cubic feet were on forest land that became
marsh with trees between inventories (also
removed from the timberland base).  Be-
cause removals (due to harvesting and land-
use change) are an uncommon event on

• Between 1985 and 1997, Illinois’ average
annual net growth of growing stock was 175
million cubic feet.  This equates to an
average annual net growth rate of 43 cubic
feet of growing stock per acre for each of the
4.1 million acres of timberland in Illinois.
Net growth rates are gross growth minus
mortality.

• Hardwoods accounted for 97 percent of
Illinois’ total average annual net growth.
Hardwood species with the largest average
annual net growth of growing stock were
red oak, white oak, hickory, soft maple, elm,
and ash.  All these species groups averaged
at least 10 million cubic feet of growing-
stock annual net growth between invento-
ries.

•   Illinois’ average annual mortality of growing
stock was 73 million cubic feet between
1985 and 1997.  This equates to an average
annual mortality rate of 18 cubic feet of
growing stock per acre for each of the 4.1
million acres of timberland in Illinois.  With
an average annual mortality rate of 18
cubic feet per acre and a net growth rate of
43 cubic feet per acre, Illinois averaged a
gross growth rate of 61 cubic feet per acre
between inventories (gross growth equals
net growth plus mortality).  If mortality can
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State and Federal lands, estimated remov-
als for a particular ownership group can
have large sampling errors because they are
based on observations of only a few field
plots.  As a result, we encourage you to
consult table 56 for the sampling errors and
read the sampling error discussion in the
appendix when using results related to
removals.

• The removal rates, as a percent of total
growing-stock volume by unit, were South-
ern 1.3 percent, Claypan 1.1 percent, and
Prairie 1.1 percent.  Limiting factors in the
Prairie Unit regarding timber utilization for
wood fiber are the distances that harvested
logs have to travel for processing, a different
species composition, and the small average
ownership tract size compared to other
units.  The majority of the wood fiber indus-
try in Illinois is in the southern portions of
the State.  As a result, only high-quality
trees in northern Illinois warrant the addi-
tional travel costs associated with harvest-
ing.  There are opportunities to increase the
number of portable sawmills because they
can move to the trees rather than having
the trees move to the processing facilities.

• The average annual removal rate for hard-
wood growing stock (66 million cubic feet)
was 1.1 percent of the total hardwood
growing-stock volume.  Average annual
removals of conifer growing stock were 1
million cubic feet, 0.6 percent of the total
softwood growing-stock volume.

• Average annual net growth was more than
double the average annual removal rate
statewide and in all units (fig. 15).  All units
have an opportunity to increase their
harvest rates without threatening long-term
sustainability.  In localized regions, removal
rates are higher than the unit average.  In
these regions, removals for wood fiber
industries might have to expand into
broader drain areas, but wood fiber will be
available based on the growth-to-removal
ratios.  Opportunities for expansion of wood
fiber-based industries appear strong in all
three units based on average annual net
growth rates compared to average annual
removal rates.

Figure 15.—Average annual net growth and
removals for hardwoods in Illinois by unit
between 1985 and 1998.
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• Between 1985 and 1997, the primary
species groups harvested (growing-stock
removals) in Illinois were red oak, white
oak, hickory, soft maple, ash, and sy-
camore.  All these species groups averaged
at least 3 million cubic feet of growing stock
harvested each year between inventories.

• Illinois has the potential to increase its
harvest rates over time due to the current
growth-to-removals ratios and due to the
large volume of wood fiber that currently
exists in the State.  For the past 30 + years,
Illinois has been growing more wood fiber
than what it has removed.  Similar to
putting money in the bank for future use,
this “banked” wood fiber is available for
future harvesting.

• With strong growth-to-removals ratios,
increasing area of timberland, increasing
total number of trees, increasing growing-
stock volume, and strong overall regenera-
tion rates, Illinois’ citizens should be opti-
mistic about the future for their forests.  A
primary goal for the future would be to
ensure the continuation of these trends.
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APPENDIX

PUBLIC ACCESS TO FIA DATA

The data collected in both the 1985 and 1998
Illinois inventories used to compile the re-
source tables presented in this bulletin can be
easily accessed.  Data can be obtained over
the Internet by accessing the North Central
Research Station website (http://
www.ncfes.umn.edu/links.html) and clicking
on the Databases and Analysis Tools button.
Data from the inventories of every State used
to develop the 1997 Resources Planning Act
(RPA) assessment can also be accessed at this
site.  Three independent databases are main-
tained at this site:  the National FIA Database,
the National Resources Planning Act (RPA)
Inventory Database, and the National Timber
Products Output (TPO) RPA Database.  Be-
cause 1998 Illinois inventory data were not
available at the time of the 1997 RPA assess-
ment, data from the 1985 Illinois inventory
were used to represent Illinois in the RPA
inventory database.

The National FIA Database contains data from
the previous and current ground plot based
inventories, which were used to produce the
majority of the estimates in this report.  This
includes all estimates of area; number of
trees; volume; biomass; average annual net
growth, mortality, and removals; and current
net growth and mortality.  Data are stored so
that users can download portions of the
database onto their own computers and
produce their own estimates, or they can use
an on-line table generation program to create
user-specified tables similar to those pre-
sented in this report.  This database is de-
scribed in Hansen et al. (1992) and is also
documented on-line.  Copies of the database
and a table generation program are also
available on a CD-ROM.  This disc can be
obtained from the Program Manager, FIA,
North Central Research Station, 1992 Folwell
Avenue, St. Paul, MN  55108, (651) 649-5139.

The National RPA Inventory Database contains
data from all States and represents a “point-
in-time” inventory.  Illinois inventory results

contribute to this database.  RPA inventories
are conducted on a 10-year cycle with mid-
cycle updates every 5 years.  RPA inventories
differ from FIA inventories in that historically
FIA inventories have been periodic and based
on the year of completion of field work for any
individual State.  Results are published as
soon as possible after the field work results
are compiled and analyzed.  RPA inventories
use the FIA inventory results and update them
to a common year.  The most recent RPA
inventory represents the FIA inventories of all
50 States, updated to the common year of
1997.  Results are published on a regular
cycle.

The National TPO RPA Database contains the
data from a series of independent surveys of
sawmills, pulp mills, fuelwood consumers, and
other primary timber users summarized for
1996.  This database was used to produce
estimates of current annual removals.  Users
of this database can access a table generation
program and obtain estimates of the current
timber removals presented as well as current
timber removals for other years and other
States.  May (1998) describes the NCFIA TPO
Database, which was used to provide our
input to the National TPO RPA Database.

ACCURACY OF THE 1998
ILLINOIS SURVEY

FIA information is based on a sampling proce-
dure designed to provide reliable statistics at
the State and Survey Unit levels.  Conse-
quently, the reported figures are estimates
only.  A measure of reliability of these figures
is given by sampling errors (table B).  Sam-
pling errors for area, volume, growth, and
removals, for both growing stock and sawtim-
ber, in Illinois are shown in table 56.  Sam-
pling error means that the chances are two out
of three that if a 100-percent inventory had
been made (one sample plot at every point in
the State), using the same methods, the
results would have been within the limits
indicated.
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Table B.—Sampling error for the 1998 inventory of Illinois’s forests

Item State Sampling
totals error

Forest land Thousand acres Percent
   Forest land area (1998) 4,331.3 1.49
   Timberland area (1998) 4,087.0 1.61
All live Million cubic feet
   Volume (1998) 6,700.3 2.18
   Current net growth (1998) 201.3 1.99
    Current mortality (1998) 118.8 3.11
    Average annual net growth (1985-1997) 217.5 2.16
   Average annual mortality (1985-1997) 107.3 3.22
   Average annual removals (1985-1997) 80.6 10.05
Growing stock Million cubic feet
    Volume (1998) 5,942.9 2.28
    Current net growth (1998) 170.2 2.09
    Current mortality (1998) 92.4 3.14
    Average annual net growth (1985-1997) 174.5 2.45
    Average annual mortality (1985-1997) 73.5 3.42
    Average annual removals (1985-1997) 66.9 10.09
Sawtimber (International 1/4 inch rule) Million board feet
   Volume (1998) 21,875.4 2.57
    Current net growth (1998) 512.2 2.47
    Current mortality (1998) 302.4 3.70
    Average annual net growth (1985-1997) 663.6 2.63
    Average annual mortality (1985-1997) 194.6 4.42
    Average annual removals (1985-1997) 259.5 10.57

For example, the estimated growing-stock
volume in Illinois in 1998, 5,942.9 million
cubic feet, has a sampling error of ± 2.28
percent (± 135.5 million cubic feet).  The
growing-stock volume from a 100-percent
inventory would be expected to fall between
5,807.4 million and 6,078.4 million cubic feet
(5,942.9 ± 135.5), there being a one in three
chance that this is not the case.

As survey data are broken down into sections
smaller than State totals, sampling error
increases.  For example, the sampling error for
timberland area in a county is higher than
that for total timberland area in the State.  The
sampling error for estimated area of forest and
timberland, volume, average annual net
growth, and average annual removals of
growing stock and sawtimber at the county
and unit levels are presented in table 56.  To
estimate sampling error for other estimates
smaller than State totals, use the following
formula:

Where:

E = Sampling error in percent.
SE = State total sampling error for volume

            or area.

For example, to compute the sampling error on
the area of timberland in the maple-beech type
for the State, proceed as follows:

1)   Total statewide area of maple/beech type =
      803.3 thousand acres.
2)   Total statewide area of all timberland =
      4,087.0 thousand acres.
3)   The State total sampling error for timber
      land area = 1.61 percent.
4)   Using the above formula:

0.0161   4,087.0

803 3.
E =

(SE)   (State total volume or area)

 (Volume or area smaller than State total)
E =
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E = 0.0363 or 3.6 percent sampling error for
the maple-beech forest type.

The sampling error within a county depends
primarily on the county size and the variability
of the resource within the county.  The more
heavily forested counties in the State have
sampling errors of between 5 and 15 percent
for estimates of timberland area and between 5
and 20 percent for estimates of growing-stock
volume.  In counties where timberland area is
less than 30,000 acres, the sampling errors
will generally exceed 20 percent for timberland
area and 30 percent for growing-stock volume.
Because of the relatively high sampling error,
counties with less than 30,000 acres of tim-
berland were combined into county groups.

COMPARING THE FOURTH INVENTORY OF
ILLINOIS WITH THE THIRD INVENTORY

A new volume estimation procedure was used
to compute the 1998 volumes and to recom-
pute the 1985 volume.  Although the adjust-
ment will differ by Survey Unit and species,
the recomputed 1985 growing-stock and
sawtimber volumes will generally be somewhat
less than those shown in the 1985 report.  The
recomputed volume is 10.7 percent less than
what was reported in the 1985 report for
sawtimber and 2.6 percent less for growing
stock.

A new algorithm was used in 1998 to assign
forest type and stand-size class to each condi-
tion observed on a plot.  This algorithm is
being used nationwide by FIA to provide
consistency from State to State.  It was also
used to reassign the forest type and stand-size
class of every plot measured in the 1985
inventory so that changes in forest type and
stand-size class would reflect actual changes
in the forest and not changes due to a change
in algorithms.  The list of recognized forest
types, grouping of these forest types for report-
ing purposes, equations used to assign stock-
ing values to individual trees, definition of
nonstocked, and names given to the forest
types changed with the new algorithms.  The
current definition of nonstocked is stands with
a stocking value of less than 10 percent for all
live trees.

The basic building block for estimating forest
area and timber volume has been changed
from the Survey Unit to the county or county

group.  In the past, the statistics were devel-
oped at the Unit level and prorated back to the
county on the basis of photo-interpretation
points.  Direct development of county-level
data helps users interested in more precise
local data, but can make data comparisons
with past estimates misleading.  For example,
the 1985 inventory showed 15.1 thousand
acres of white pine in the Prairie Unit.  The
15.1 thousand acres were shown to occur in
50 of the 60 counties in the Unit (table 12,
Raile and Leatherberry 1988) because area of
timberland for each forest type was prorated
back to each county.  In this 1998 publication,
we estimate that the total area of white pine in
the Prairie Unit is 27.8 thousand acres (all in
plantations), and table 3 shows that these
acres occur in 8 of the 34 county groups.
Survey Unit level comparisons of change
between inventories are valid so the 12 thou-
sand acre increase in white pine between 1985
and 1998 in the Prairie Unit is a valid estimate
of the change that occurred across the entire
Unit.  However, it is not valid to estimate
change at the county level; a statement such
as white pine timberland increased in 7 county
groups and disappeared from 40 other coun-
ties would not be valid because of the way the
1985 estimates were prorated to the county
level.

SURVEY PROCEDURES

The 1998 Illinois survey used a two-phase
sample for stratification that remeasured
inventory plots from the 1985 inventory and
used a growth model in the estimation of
current conditions and change over time.
Two-phase sampling, also called double sam-
pling, consists of a phase-one sample to
estimate area by strata and a phase-two
sample to estimate the average value of pa-
rameters of interest within these strata.  The
estimated population total is the sum across
all strata of the estimated strata area times the
estimated mean.

Phase-one and phase-two plots were placed
systematically across the entire State without
regard to any particular land characteristics.
All lands (forest, nonforest, water, marsh,
agricultural, privately owned land, and public
lands….) have the same probability of being
sampled under this inventory system.  The
only land that could not be sampled was
private land where field personnel could not
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obtain permission from the owner of the land
to measure a phase-two field plot.  These
denied-access plots were rare in Illinois (about
1 percent of the total forest plots statewide),
and the methods used in the preparation of
this report make the necessary adjustments to
the estimates to account for denied-access
plots.

New plots were only established to replace
1985 plots that could not be remeasured.
These new plots were established as near as
possible to the original plot.  The growth model
used in the Illinois survey design was the
Central States Stand and Tree Evaluation and
Modeling System (STEMS) (Miner et al. 1988).
Because of the remeasurement nature of the
1998 inventory, procedures for both the 1985
and 1998 inventories are discussed.

Phase-One Stratification

1985 Photo Plot Sampling of Aerial Photographs

In the 1985 inventory, the aerial photographs
were assembled into township mosaics, and a
systematic grid of 121 one-acre photo plots
(each plot representing approximately 190.4
acres) was overlaid on each township mosaic.
Each of these photo plots was examined by
aerial photo interpretation specialists and
classified stereoscopically based on land use,
forest type, and stand-size density.  A total of
184,815 photo plots formed the basis for the
1985 stratification.  From these photo plots, a
systematic sample of 10,847 plots were se-
lected as ground plots (without regard to their
aerial photo classification) and further exam-
ined by survey crews to verify the classification
and to take further measurements.  Of the
ground plots, 1,209 plots were on forest land
and the rest were on nonforest land or water.
These 1985 ground plots formed the basis for
the remeasured ground plots in the 1998
inventory.

1998 Computer-assisted Classification of
Satellite Images

Between inventories, FIA changed its phase-
one methods.  Current inventories use a
computer-assisted classification of LandSat
Thematic Mapper satellite imagery.  Image
classification was conducted by Illinois State
University as part of the Gap Analysis Program
(GAP).  The purpose of GAP (a nationwide

multiagency cooperative program) is to provide
broad geographic information on the status of
ordinary species and their habitats.  FIA used
the GAP classifications to form two initial
strata:  forest and nonforest (table C).  Pixels
within 60 m (2 pixel widths) of a forest/
nonforest edge formed two additional strata:
forest/nonforest and nonforest/forest.  Forest
pixels within 2 pixels of a nonforest pixel (in
any direction) were classified forest/nonforest,
and nonforest pixels within 2 pixels of a forest
pixel were classified nonforest/forest.  An
overlay of all National Forest land ownership
was used to identify all lands owned by the
Shawnee National Forest.  These National
Forest lands were treated as a single stratum.
Stratification and estimation were conducted at
the county or county group level.  In a few
counties, the forest and forest/nonforest strata
were combined because there were fewer than
five ground plots in one of these strata.  Final
estimation of area by strata was based on
these five strata:  forest, forest/nonforest,
nonforest/forest, nonforest, and National
Forest land (table C).

Table C.—Satellite image pixel classification,
   1998 Illinois inventory

Estimation strata Total pixels

National Forest 1,335,799
Forest 11,450,064
Forest/Nonforest 12,462,762
Nonforest/Forest 24,001,477
Nonforest 130,424,402
   All classes 179,674,504

In the 1985 inventory, the stratification was
completed by interpretation of the photo plots.
The move to GAP satellite imagery changed
FIA’s phase-one sample from being based on
one photo plot every 190.4 acres to a sample
based on a classified pixel every 0.22 acres.
The increased intensity of the phase-one
sample greatly improved estimates of the area
with each stratum, particularly at the county
level.  Thus, the stratification used in the 1998
inventory was based on 179.7 million pixels
rather than the classification of 184,815 photo
plots.  Also, because classification was con-
ducted using a computer-assisted algorithm
across the entire State, biases in the photo
plot sampling method that resulted from
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differences in photo quality, age of photogra-
phy, and experience of the photo interpreter
were eliminated and classification was consis-
tent across the entire State.

Phase-Two Ground Plot Measurements

1985 Plot Design

In 1985, plots classified as timberland, wooded
pasture, or windbreak (at least 120 feet wide)
were measured.  Each ground plot consisted of
a cluster of 10 subplots systematically located
over a 1-acre area.  At each subplot, trees 5.0
inches or more in d.b.h. were sampled on a
37.5 Basal Area Factor (BAF) variable-radius
plot, and trees less than 5.0 inches d.b.h. were
sampled on a 1/300-acre fixed-radius plot.
The arrangement of the 10 subplots within the
plot was adjusted if any subplot was located in
a land use that was different from subplot one.
Under the estimation procedures used in this
inventory, the entire plot measurement repre-
sented a single land classification, and this
land classification was determined by subplot
one.  Thus, if a subplot was located outside of
the land classification of subplot one, it was
rotated into that land classification.  For
example, if subplots 1 through 9 were located
in a forest land classification and subplot 10
fell in a pasture, subplot 10 was rotated back
into the forest land classification.  Under this
system, subplot one determined the land
classification and all 10 subplots measured
the resource within this land class.  These
plots were established, monumented, and
measured as part of the 1985 field inventory.
Timberland, wooded pasture, and windbreak
plots were monumented using metal stakes
and permanent paint marks on trees that
would facilitate the remeasurement of the plot.
Plots on other land uses were monumented
with a pinprick on the aerial photograph.

1998 Plot Design

In 1998 phase two, a set of ground plot loca-
tions from the 1985 inventory was transferred
to the most recent aerial photographs available
and overlaid onto the classified satellite imag-
ery.  These old plot locations formed the
phase-two sample for the 1998 inventory.
Phase-two measurement began with careful
stereo examination of the plot location on the
best available aerial photograph.  Any plots
that definitely were not forest land (based on

stereo examination) were given a nonforest
ground land-use classification and were not
sent to the field for measurement unless the
plot had been a forest plot in the 1985 inven-
tory, or the plot was so close to a forest edge
that part of it could possibly fall in a forest
area.  If any portion of the plot could possibly
include forest land (including reserved forest
land, unproductive forest land, and timber-
land), wooded pasture, or windbreaks (at least
120 feet wide), it was either remeasured or
modeled.  New plots were established only if
the original plot could not be relocated, in
which case a new plot was established in what
was considered the original plot location.

Measuring ground plots on all forest lands
represented a major change between the 1985
and 1998 inventories.  In 1985, plots existed
on reserved and unproductive forest land (as
they did on all nonforest land classes), but
only limited information was collected on these
plots and the trees were not measured.  Under
that system, we were able only to report area
of reserved and unproductive forest land by
forest type, stand age, and ownership class.
With the addition of tree measurements on
these plots, we are now able to estimate all the
attributes normally reported on timberlands
for all forest lands, including reserved and
unproductive forest lands.

All ground plots were classified as “undis-
turbed” or “disturbed” by comparing the 1985
and 1998 aerial photography of the plot loca-
tion.  Disturbance here refers to a major
change in forest vegetation caused by factors
such as harvesting, land-use change, or a
major mortality event.  All disturbed plots and
a one-third sample of the undisturbed plots
were remeasured to obtain estimates of cur-
rent condition and changes since the last
inventory.  In the remeasurement of the 1985
ground plots, only subplots 1 through 5 were
measured.  On these five subplots, all trees
measured in 1985 were remeasured or other-
wise accounted for, and all new trees that
should be tallied using the 1985 plot design
were identified and measured.  These mea-
surements formed the basis for change esti-
mates between the two inventories such as
average annual net growth, mortality, and
removals.

Two-thirds of the ground plots that were
timberland at the time of the 1985 inventory
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and determined to be undisturbed until the
1998 inventory were projected to the current
time using STEMS.  This procedure gave
projected estimates of current volume and
growth for these undisturbed plots.  The
comparison of the projected 1985 ground plots
(two-thirds of the total sample) and observed
values on the remeasured 1985 ground plots
(one-third of the total sample) of the undis-
turbed forest plots provided local calibration
data.  The calibration data were used to adjust
the projected values of the undisturbed plots
that were not remeasured.  The adjustment
procedure is a modified version of the method
described by Smith (1986).

The undisturbed timberland plots that were
not remeasured played a crucial role in the
survey design.  These plots were determined to
be undisturbed and had conditions that could
be simulated by STEMS.  The STEMS growth
model was used to “grow” the old plot and tree
data to produce an estimate of current data.
Thus, these plots were treated as ground plots
in the estimation of forest area, number of
trees, volume, net growth, and mortality even
though they were not revisited.  The plot
record for each modeled plot was sent to the
field for verification of current ownership
information.

All old plots classified as disturbed were sent
to the field for remeasurement to assess and
verify changes since the last inventory.  Dis-
turbance refers to any change on a plot that
can be detected on the aerial photographs and
that the STEMS growth processor cannot
predict, such as catastrophic mortality, cut-
ting, regenerating stands, and land-use
change.

In the 1998 inventory, the new plot design
used was based on the Forest Health Monitor-
ing Program (FHM) plot design.  The new 1998
design was laid over the 1985 design so that
estimates of change could be based on the old
plot design and estimates of current conditions
could be based on the new plot design.

The overall plot layout for the new design
consisted of four subplots spaced 120 feet
apart in a triangular arrangement (fig. 16).
The center of the new plot was located at the
same point as the center of the 1985 plot.  All
trees less than 5 inches d.b.h. were measured
on a 6.8 foot radius (1/300 acre) circular
micro-plot located at the center of each of the
four subplots.  Trees with diameters 5 inches
and larger were measured on a 24 foot radius
(1/24 acre) circular plot.  Each subplot was
mapped for forest condition.  Subplots were
not rotated even if they fell into another condi-
tion.  Factors that would determine a change
in condition from subplot one were changes in
forest type, stand-size class, land use, owner-
ship, and density.  Each condition that oc-
curred anywhere on one of the subplots was
identified, described, and mapped if the condi-
tion in total met or exceeded 1 acre in size (the
1-acre minimum size for a condition to be
identified could include land off-plot).  Each
condition was assigned a condition number,
and condition information was recorded.

The change in plot design from the 10-point
variable-radius plot design used in 1985 to the
four-subplot fixed-area plot design used in
this inventory is a result of a national decision
to use a single plot design for all FIA invento-
ries nationwide.  The rational for and specific

Figure 16.—Standard plot layout for the 1998 Illinois inventory.
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details of this plot design are discussed in
detail in Hahn et al. (1995) and other papers
in Forest Science Monograph 31.  Both plot
designs provided estimates of all the resource
information reported in FIA publications
including estimates of area, volume, biomass,
number of trees, growth, removals, mortality,
and basal area.  Both plot designs sampled
trees of all sizes with known probability, a
necessary factor in producing unbiased esti-
mates.  Both designs provided unbiased
estimates of area.  A slight bias in the sam-
pling of large trees near forest-nonforest edge
was associated with the variable-radius plot
design and could bias estimates of volume but
not area.  This bias, although very small, could
not be eliminated under the previous design.
The elimination of this bias was one factor in
the decision to change plot designs.  This
change was particularly important in a State
like Illinois where much of the forest land is in
small scattered woodlots and the amount of
forest-nonforest edge relative to forest land is
greater than in more heavily forested States.

The variable-radius design used in 1985
sampled larger trees with higher probability
and thus provided better estimates (lower
sampling errors) for attributes associated with
tree size such as volume, biomass, and basal
area.  The new fixed-area design samples all
trees 5 inches d.b.h. and larger with equal
probability and thus provides better estimates
for attributes such as number of trees that are
not associated with tree size.  On average,
both sample designs measured about the same
number of trees 5 inches d.b.h. and larger on
each plot (18 sample trees per plot in 1985
and 16 sample trees per plot in 1998), and the
observations of the major variables of interest
such as total volume, growth, mortality, and
removals were measured with somewhat larger

measurement errors but no bias under the
new design.  The new design provides a better
measurement of smaller trees and thus pro-
vides more information about regeneration,
species diversity, and noncommercial trees.

Another change in plot measurements that
came with the 1998 inventory was the deter-
mination of the exact plot location of every
ground plot in the inventory.  For plots that
were visited in the field, this was done using a
GPS device at plot center.  For the nonforest
and undisturbed forest plots that were not
visited, plot location was determined by trans-
ferring the old plot location from the aerial
photography to an unclassified, geo-corrected
LandSat TM image.  Both procedures provided
an accurate location that was used to link the
ground plots to the classified GAP data used
for stratification.

ESTIMATION

The following sections briefly describe the
estimation procedures used to produce the
resource tables presented in this and other
FIA reports as well as the estimates produced
by the table generation programs that are
available on CD-ROM or over the Internet.
The estimation procedures for computing
statistics from this sampling design are some-
what complicated by the fact that not all
parameters of interest are observed on every
plot.  For estimation purposes, the inventory is
considered as three different samples:  one
that uses only the plots that were actually
remeasured, one that uses the remeasured
and updated plots, and one that uses all plots
(remeasured, updated, and new plots).  Table
D summarizes the distribution of all ground
plots for the new inventory design by type of
plot.

Table D.—Distribution of ground plots for the 1998 inventory of Illinois’s forest resources

Ground land-use class Old  plots Old  plots New Total
remeasured updated plots plots

Timberland 1,106 427 140 1,673
Reserved forest land 31 2 46 79
Nonforest with trees 235 26 28 289
Nonforest without trees 1,946 6,885 444 9,275
Census water 69 122 17 208
  Total 3,387 7,462 675 11,524
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All estimates from this inventory are based on
double sampling for stratification.  Cochran
(1977) provides a good general presentation of
double sampling for stratification, and Loetsch
and Haller (1964) provide a more detaild
presentation in a forest inventory context.
Scott and Bechtold (1995) describe details of
the estimation arising from changes in the plot
design related to observing more than one
condition on a plot.

Current (1998) Area

In double sampling for estimation, each phase-
two sample (ground plot) in a stratum is
assigned an area equal to the total estimated
area in that stratum divided by the number of
phase-two samples (ground plots) in the
stratum.  This assigned area is referred to as
the expansion factor for the plot and repre-
sents the individual plot’s contribution to the
estimation of current total area.  A typical plot
in the 1998 inventory has an expansion factor
of about 3.2 thousand acres.  This will vary
from plot to plot because of the random vari-
ability in the sampling process.

The 1998 plot design was used to estimate all
1998 area estimates such as those presented
in tables 1-9, 31, and 32.  When a ground plot
was observed to be entirely within a single
condition, the plots’ contribution towards the
estimated total area of that condition was the
plot’s total expansion factor.  When a plot
straddled more than one condition, the expan-
sion factor was allocated to the various condi-
tions in direct proportion to the proportion of
the plot that each condition occupied.  For
example, a plot with an expansion factor of 3.2
thousand acres that was observed to be 50
percent in oak/hickory timberland, 30 percent
in maple/beech timberland, and 20 percent in
nonforest land would contribute 1.6 thousand
acres to the total estimated area of oak-
hickory timberland, 960 acres to the total
estimated area of maple/beech timberland,
and 640 acres to the total estimate of
nonforest land.  The estimates of current area
were based on all ground plots (remeasured,
projected, and new) and the five strata defined
by the 1998 GAP classification.

The average expansion factor for a plot of
3,200 acres can be used to estimate approxi-
mately how many plots contribute to a par-
ticular area estimate.  This is useful to users

concerned with the significance of an estimate.
For example, table 3 reports there are 36.1
thousand acres of timberland in the white pine
type statewide.  Using the 3.2 thousand acres
per plot as an average expansion factor, we
would estimate that about the equivalent of 11
plots were observed to be white pine timber-
land.  In actuality, white pine timberland was
observed on 13 plots.  Of these 13 ground
plots, 7 were entirely in the white pine type
and the other 6 ground plots were partially in
the white pine type.  These six plots ranged
from having 25 percent of the plot in white
pine to having 75 percent of the plot in white
pine.

Area Change (1985-1998)

Area change estimates such as those pre-
sented in table A were based only on
remeasured and projected plots and use the
five strata defined by the 1998 GAP classifica-
tion.  New plots were not included in the
sample because they did not provide observa-
tions from two points in time.  Area change
estimates were based on the 1985 plot design
and its remeasurement, the condition that was
found at plot center in both inventories.  These
estimates thus reflect observations taken at
3,387 permanent points where determinations
of land use, forest type, and other condition
classifications were made at two different
times (1985 and 1998).  The average plot
expansion factor for change estimation was
3.7 thousand acres, so a plot observed to be
timberland in 1985 and nonforest in 1998
represented 3.7 thousand acres that changed
from timberland to nonforest.

Volume

Estimates of volume per acre were made from
the trees measured or modeled on all ground
plots (remeasured, projected, and new) and the
five strata defined by the 1998 GAP classifica-
tion.  These estimates came from measure-
ments taken on the new 1998 plot design.
Estimates of volume per acre were multiplied
by the area estimates to obtain estimates of
total volume.  Net cubic foot volumes are
based on Hahn and Hansen (1991) for use in
the Central States.  For the Illinois inventory,
the merchantable height equation presented in
Hahn and Hansen (1991) was used in con-
junction with Stone’s equation (see Appendix I
in Hahn and Hansen 1991) to estimate gross
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Volume in board feet Board feet per cubic foot
Diameter (in.) Doyle International 1/4-inch Doyle International 1/4-inch

 6 4 20 0.92 4.59
8 16 40 2.23 5.59

10 36 65 3.38 6.11
12 64 95 4.32 6.42
14 100 135 5.08 5.85
16 144 180 5.69 7.11
18 196 230 6.22 7.30
20 256 290 6.65 7.53
25 441 460 7.47 7.80
30 676 675 8.06 8.05
35 961 925 8.50 8.18
40 1,296 1,220 8.83 8.32

To determine the equivalent Doyle rule board-
foot contents of a log from the International
1/4-inch rule, use the conversion table from
below.  For example, a 12-inch diameter log
that is 16 feet long has an International 1/4-
inch volume of 95 board feet.  To convert to
Doyle, multiply 95 by 0.67 to obtain 64 board
feet, which is the Doyle equivalent for a 12-
inch diameter 16-foot log.

                                        International 1/4-inch rule to Doyle rule conversion factors
Diameter of log            Length of log in feet
small end (in.)  8 10 12 14 16 18

`   8 0.53 0.50 0.48 0.40 0.40 0.40
10 0.60 0.63 0.60 0.56 0.55 0.53
12 0.71 0.73 0.69 0.66 0.67 0.65
14 0.77 0.78 0.75 0.76 0.74 0.72
16 0.85 0.82 0.83 0.81 0.80 0.79
18 0.89 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.83
20 0.95 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.88 0.87
25 1.00 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.94
30 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.00 0.99
35 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.03
40 1.09 1.08 1.08 1.07 1.06 1.06
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volume.  This estimate was then corrected by
species for variation in bark and cull volume to
yield an estimate of net volume, using the
coefficients presented in Hahn and Hansen
(1991).

The Forest Service reports all board foot
volume in International 1/4-inch rule.  In
Illinois, the Doyle log rule is commonly used.
A comparison of board-foot volumes and
board-foot to cubic-foot ratios for International
1/4-inch and Doyle log rules are listed above
(Wenger 1984).



Net Growth, Mortality, and Removals

In this report, major components of changes in
timber volume (growth, mortality, and remov-
als) are reported for two different time periods.
Average annual change is an estimate of the
change that occurred between inventories.
Current change is an estimate of the change
that occurred in the final year of the inventory.
Besides representing different periods in time,
the methods used to estimate each component
of change were different for the two periods.

Average annual net growth and mortality
(1985-1997).—Estimates of average annual net
growth and mortality per acre were made from
the trees on plots measured in 1985 and then
remeasured or modeled in 1998.  The five
strata defined by the 1998 GAP classification
were used for stratification.  All estimates of
average annual net growth and mortality came
from measurements taken using the 1985 plot
design.

On remeasured plots, estimates of average
annual net growth and mortality per acre
came from the remeasured diameters of trees
and from observation of trees that died be-
tween inventories, using methods presented by
VanDeusen et al. (1986).  Growth and mortal-
ity estimates for old undisturbed plots that
were updated were derived in the same man-
ner as remeasured plots.  The STEMS growth
model was adjusted by Survey Unit to meet
local conditions, using data from the undis-
turbed remeasurement plots.  As with volume,
total growth and mortality estimates were
obtained by multiplying the per acre estimates
by area expansion factors.

Current net growth and mortality (1997).—
Estimates of current net growth and mortality
per acre were made from the trees on all
ground plots (remeasured, projected, and new)
and the new 1998 plot design.  The five strata
defined by the 1998 GAP classification were
used for stratification.  Data from every
ground plot were projected forward 1-year
using the adjusted STEMS model.  These 1-
year projections were treated as 1-year
remeasurements.  Thus, current net growth
and mortality estimates represent change over
a different period (1997 rather than 1985-
1997), use more plots (all plots rather than
remeasured and projected plots), are based on
a different plot design (1998 design rather
than the 1985 design), and use a different

method of observation (growth model projec-
tions rather than remeasurement and growth
model projections) when they are contrasted
with average annual net growth and mortality
estimates.

Average annual removals (1985-1997).—
Estimates of average annual removals per acre
were made from the trees on plots measured
in 1985 and then remeasured in 1998.  The
1985 photo plot sample was used for stratifi-
cation.  All estimates of average annual remov-
als came from measurements taken using the
1985 plot design.  New plots and projected
plots were not used to estimate average annual
removals.  These estimates were obtained from
trees measured in the last survey and cut or
otherwise removed from the timberland base.
Because remeasurement plots were a subset of
the total ground plots, and not all remeasure-
ment plots had cutting, average annual remov-
als estimates have greater sampling probabil-
ity of error than volume, net growth, and
mortality estimates.

Current removals (1997).—Estimates of current
removals were obtained from a mill survey that
was independent of the inventory described
here.  In a mill survey, sawmills, pulp mills,
and other primary timber users were sampled
and responded to questions relating to the
volume, source, and species of wood they
received.  This information was combined with
estimates of logging utilization, land-use
change, firewood removals, and other timber
harvests to produce the estimates reported.
The Illinois Department of Natural Resources-
Division of Forestry provided valuable assis-
tance in this effort by surveying all primary
wood-using plants in the State.  The methods
used to estimate current removals are pre-
sented in Smith (1991).  Because these esti-
mates did not come from the plot measure-
ment data, the procedures described above to
obtain these estimates and associated sam-
pling variabilities do not apply and cannot be
obtained from the standard plot measurement
FIA database.  A special Timber Product
Output database is maintained and can be
used to obtain estimates of removals for any
year.  This database is described in May
(1998).

TREE AND LOG GRADES

Log and tree grades were based on the classifi-
cation of external characteristics as indicators
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of quality.  Log grades and or tree grades were
taken on every sawtimber-size tree measured
on the new 1998 four-point plot.  Sawtimber
softwood trees were graded for quality and
assigned a butt log grade.  Sawtimber hard-
wood trees were graded for quality and as-
signed a tree grade.  The volume yield by log
grade or tree grade for this sample was used to
distribute the volume of the ungraded trees
(those on projected plots) by species group.  In
previous inventories only a one-third sample of
sawtimber trees were graded.

Hardwood sawtimber trees were graded ac-
cording to Hanks (1976).  The best 12-foot
section of the lowest 16-foot hardwood log was
used for grading.  Hardwood sawtimber trees
that did not meet minimum tree grade specifi-
cations for grades 1 through 3 were assigned
grade 4 according to Forest Service standard
specifications for hardwood construction logs
described by Rast et al. (1973).

Softwood sawtimber trees were graded accord-
ing to specifications described by Ostrander
and Brisbin (1971).  For all softwoods, the first
merchantable 16-foot log, or shorter lengths
down to 12 feet, was used for grading.
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Hardwood Tree Grade for Factory Lumber a

Grade factor Tree grade 1  Tree grade 2   Tree grade 3
Length of grading zone (feet) Butt 16  Butt 16   Butt 16
Length of grading section b (feet) Best 12  Best 12   Best 12
D.b.h., minimum (inches) 16c       13         11
D.i.b., minimum at top of grading
   section (inches) 13c   16   20    11d     12           8
Clear cuttings (on the 3 best faces)e

   Length, minimum (feet)   7       5      3     3          3            2
   Number on face (maximum)              2     2          3     Unlimited

   Yield in face length (minimum)            5/6            4/6           3/6
Cull deduction (including crook    9     f         50
   and sweep, but excluding shake)
   maximum within grading
   section (percent)

 a   Hanks (1976)
 b  Whenever a 14- or 16-foot section of the butt 16-foot log is better than the best 12-foot section,

the grade of the longer section will become the grade of the tree.  This longer section, when
used, is the basis for determining the grading factors such as diameter and cull deduction.

 c  In basswood and ash, d.i.b. at top of grading section must be 12 inches and d.b.h. must be 15
inches.

 d  Grade 2 trees can be 10 inches d.i.b. at top of grading section if they otherwise meet surface
requirements for small grade 1’s.

 e  A clear cutting is a portion of a face free of defects, extending the width of the face.  A face is
one-fourth of the surface of the grading section as divided lengthwise.

 f  Fifteen percent crook and sweep or 40 percent total cull deduction are permitted in grade 2
trees, if size and surface of grading section qualify as grade 1.  If rot shortens the required clear
cuttings to the extent of dropping the butt log to grade 2, do not drop the tree’s grade to 3
unless the cull deduction for rot is greater than 40 percent.
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Forest Service Standard Specifications for Hardwood Construction Logs a,b

Position in tree Butts and uppers
Minimum diameter small end 8 inches
Minimum length without trim 8 feet
Clear cuttings No requirements
Sweep allowance _th of the diameter at the small

end for each 8 feet of length.
Sound surface defects:
Single knots Any number, if no one knot has an average

diameter above the callus in excess of one-third
of the log diameter at point of occurrence.

Whorled knots Any number, if the sum of knot diameters above
the callus does not exceed one-third of the log
diameter at point of occurrence.

Holes Any number, provided none has a diameter
over one-third of the log diameter at point of
occurrence and none extends more than 3
inches into included timberc.

Unsound surface defects: Same requirements as for sound defects if they
extend into included timber.  No limit if they do
not.  Logs must be sound internally.

a Rast et al. (1973).
b These specifications are minimum for the class.  If, from a group of logs, factory logs are

selected first, thus leaving only nonfactory logs from which to select construction logs,
then the quality range of the construction logs so selected is limited, and the class
may be considered a grade.  If selection for construction logs is given first priority, it
may be necessary to subdivide the class into grades.

c Included timber is always square, and dimension is judged from small end.
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Eastern White Pine Sawlog Grade Specifications a

Grading factor Log grade 1 Log grade 2 Log grade 3 Log grade 4
1. Minimum scaling
     diameter (inches) 14b 6 6 6
2. Minimum log
     length (feet) 10c 8 8 8
3. Maximum weevil
     injury (number) None None 2 injuries d No limit
4. Minimum face Two full   NO GOOD FACES REQUIRED Includes all
     requirements length or Maximum diameter of log knots logs not

four 50%e on three best faces: qualifying for
length good       SOUND RED KNOTS No. 3 or
faces (in not to exceed            not to exceed better and
addition, log 1/6 scaling               1/3 scaling having at
knots on diameter and 3"        diameter and least 1/3 of
balance of maximum                  5” maximum their gross
faces shall   OVERGROWN/DEAD/BLACK volume in
not exceed                     KNOTS sound wood
size limit of not to exceed            not to exceed suitable for
grade 1/12 scaling             1/6 scaling manufacture
2 logs). diameter and            diameter and into standard

1 1/2" max.               2 1/2" max. lumber.
5.  Maximum sweep
       or crook (%) 20 30 40 66 2/3
6.  Maximum total
       scaling
       deduction (%) 50 50 50 66 2/3

After the tentative grade is established from face examination, the grade will be reduced whenever
the following defects are evident:

7. Conks, punk knots, and pine borer damage on bark surface. f

Degrade one grade if present on one face.
Degrade two grades if present on two faces.
Degrade three grades if present on three or more faces.

8. Log end defects: red rot, ring shake, heavy stain, and pine borer damage outside the heart
center of log. f  Consider log as having a total of 8 quarters (4 on each end) and degrade as
indicated.
Degrade one grade if present in 2 quarters of log ends.
Degrade two grades if present in 3 or 4 quarters of log ends.
Degrade three grades if present in 5 or more quarters of log ends.

a.  Ostrander and Brisbin (1971)
b.  12- and 13-inch logs with four full-length good faces are acceptable.
c.   8-foot logs with four full-length good faces are acceptable.
d.  8-foot Number 3 logs limited to one weevil injury.
e.  Minimum 50% length good face must be at least 6 feet.
f.   Factors 7 and 8 are not cumulative (total degrade based on more serious of the two).
No log is to be degraded below grade 4 if net scale is at least one-third of gross scale.
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Log Grades for All Other Softwood Logs

Grade 1
1. Trees must be 16 inches in diameter or larger, grading section 12 feet in length or

longer, and with deduction for defect not over 30 percent of gross scale.

2. Trees must be at least 75 percent clear on each of three faces.

3. All knots outside clear cutting must be sound and not more than 2-1/2 inches in
size.

Grade 2
1. Trees must be 12 inches in diameter or larger, grading section 12 feet in length or

longer, and with a net scale after deduction for defect of at least 50 percent of the
gross scale deducted for defect.

2. Trees must be at least 50 percent clear on each of three faces or 75 percent clear on
two faces.

Grade 3
1. Trees must be 6 inches in diameter or larger, grading section 12 feet in length or

longer, and with a net scale after deduction for defect of at least 50 percent of the
gross contents of the log.

Note:  Diameters are diameter inside bark at small end of grading section.
Percent clear refers to percent clear in one continuous section.



METRIC EQUIVALENTS

1 acre = 4,046.86 square meters or 0.405
   hectare.
1,000 acres = 405 hectares.
1 cubic foot = 0.0283 cubic meter.
1 foot = 30.48 centimeters or 0.3048 meter.
1 inch = 25.4 millimeters, 2.54 centimeters, or
   0.0254 meter.
1 pound = 0.454 kilograms.
1 ton = 0.907 metric ton.
1 foot3/acre =  0.07 m3/hectare.

TREE SPECIES GROUPS IN ILLINOIS
(Little 1981)

SOFTWOODS
Eastern redcedar ............. Juniperus virginiana
Tamarack ................................... Larix laricina
White spruce ............................... Picea glauca
Jack pine .............................. Pinus banksiana
Shortleaf pine .................................P. echinata
Red pine ......................................... P. resinosa
Eastern white pine .......................... P. strobus
Scotch pine .................................. P. sylvestris
Virginia pine ................................ P. virginiana
Baldcypress ......................Taxodium distichum
HARDWOODS
Hard maples1

   Black maple .............................. Acer nigrum
   Sugar maple ........................... A. saccharum
Soft maples2

   Red maple .................................... A. rubrum
   Silver maple .........................A. saccharinum
Birches
   Yellow birch1 ................Betula alleghaniensis
   Gray birch2 .............................. B. populifolia
   River birch2 ..................................... B. nigra
   Paper birch2 ............................ B. papyrifera
Select hickories1

   Pecan ................................. Carya illinoensis
   Shellbark hickory ....................... C. lacinosa
   Shagbark hickory ........................... C. ovata
   Mockernut hickory .................. C. tomentosa
Other hickories1

   Water hickory ............................. C. aquatica
   Bitternut hickory .................... C. cordiformis
   Pignut hickory ............................... C. glabra
American chestnut2 ............. Castanea dentata

Hackberry2 .......................... Celtis occidentalis
Common persimmon1 ...... Diospyros virginiana
American beech1 ...................Fagus grandifolia
Ashes
   White ash1 ..................... Fraxinus americana
   Black ash2 ........................................F. nigra
   Green ash1 .........................F. pennsylvanica
   Blue ash1 ........................... F. quadrangulata
Butternut2 .............................. Juglans cinerea
Black walnut1 ............................ Juglans nigra
Sweetgum2 ................. Liquidambar styraciflua
Yellow-poplar2................Liriodendron tulipifera
Water tupelo2 ...........................Nyssa aquatica
Black tupelo2 .......... N. sylvatica  var. sylvatica
Swamp tupelo (blackgum)2 ..... N. sylvatica var.
                                                                  biflora
Sycamore2 ...................... Platanus occidentalis
Populus2

   Balsam poplar .............. Populus balsamifera
   Eastern cottonwood .................... P. deltoides
   Bigtooth aspen ................... P. grandidentata
   Quaking aspen ....................... P. tremuloides
Black cherry2 .......................... Prunus serotina
Select white oaks1

   White oak ................................ Quercus alba
   Swamp white oak .......................... Q. bicolor
   Bur oak ................................. Q. macrocarpa
   Swamp chestnut oak ................ Q. michauxii
   Chinkapin oak ....................Q. muehlenbergii
Other white oaks1

   Overcup oak ...................................Q. lyrata
   Chestnut oak ................................ Q. prinus
   Post oak .......................................Q. stellata
Select red oak1

   Cherrybark oak ............................ Q. falcata
                                                var. pagodifolia
   Northern red oak ............................ Q. rubra
   Shumard oak .......................... Q. shumardii
                                                  var. shumardii
Other red oaks1

   Scarlet oak ................................. Q. coccinea
   Northern pin oak ................... Q. ellipsoidalis
   Southern pin oak ......................... Q. falcata
   Shingle oak ............................. Q. imbricarta
   Blackjack oak ........................ Q. marilandica
   Pin oak ...................................... Q. palustris
   Black oak ....................................Q. velutina
Black willow2 .................................. Salix nigra
Sassafras2 ..........................Sassafras albidum
American basswood2 ................Tilia americana
Elms
   Winged elm2 .............................. Ulmus alata
   American elm2 ......................... U. americana
   Siberian elm2 .................................U. pumila
   Slippery elm2 ...................................U. rubra
   Rock elm1 ................................... U. thomasii

   1 This species or species group is considered a
hard hardwood, with an average specific
gravity greater than or equal to 0.50.
   2 This species or species group is considered a
soft hardwood, with an average specific gravity
of less than 0.50.
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Other hardwoods
   Boxelder2 ................................ Acer negundo
   Ohio buckeye2 ..................... Aesculus glabra
   Yellow buckeye2 ..........................A. octandra
   European alder2 ...................Alnus glutinosa
   Northern catalpa2 .............. Catalpa speciosa
   Flowering dogwood1 ............... Cornus florida
   Honeylocust1 ................ Gleditsia triacanthos
   Kentucky coffeetree1 .... Gymnocladus dioicus
   Mulberry2 ................................... Morus spp.
   White poplar2 .......................... Populus alba
   Black locust1 .............. Robinia pseudoacacia
Noncommercial species
   Ailanthus ....................... Ailanthus altissima
   Pawpaw ................................ Asimina triloba
   American hornbeam .....Carpinus caroliniana
   Eastern redbud ................Cercis canadensis
   Hawthorn ............................. Crataegus spp.
   Osage-orange .................... Maclura pomifera
   Apple .......................................... Malus spp.
   Eastern hophornbeam ....... Ostrya virginiana
   Pincherry ...................Prunus pennsylvanica
   Wild plum ......................................... P. spp.
   Chokecherry ............................. P. virginiana
   Peachleaf willow .............Salix amygdaloides
   Diamond willow ......................... S. bebbiana
   American mountain ash ... Sorbus americana

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Average annual mortality of growing
stock.—The average cubic foot volume of
sound wood in growing-stock trees that died
in one year.  Average annual mortality is the
average for the years between inventories
(1985 to 1997 in this report).

Average annual mortality of sawtimber.—
The average board foot volume of sound
wood in sawtimber trees that died in one
year.  Average annual mortality is the aver-
age for the years between inventories (1985
to 1997 in this report).

Average annual removals from growing
stock.—The average net growing-stock
volume in growing-stock trees removed
annually for roundwood forest products, in
addition to the volume of logging residues,
and the volume of other removals.  Average
annual removals of growing stock are the
average for the years between inventories
(1985 to 1997 in this report) and are based
on information obtained from remeasure-
ment plots (see Survey Procedures in the
Appendix).

Average annual removals from sawtimber.—
The average net board foot sawtimber vol-
ume of live sawtimber trees removed annu-
ally for roundwood forest products, in addi-
tion to the volume of logging residues, and
the volume of other removals.  Average
annual removals of sawtimber are the aver-
age for the years between inventories (1985
to 1997 in this report) and are based on
information obtained from remeasurement
plots (see Survey Procedures in the Appen-
dix).

Average annual net growth of growing
stock.—The annual change in cubic foot
volume of sound wood in live sawtimber and
poletimber trees, and the total volume of
trees entering these classes through in-
growth, less volume losses resulting from
natural causes.  Average annual net growth
of growing stock is the average for the years
between inventories (1985 to 1997 in this
report).

Average annual net growth of sawtimber.—
The annual change in the board foot volume
of live sawtimber trees, and the total volume
of trees reaching sawtimber size, less volume
losses resulting from natural causes.  Aver-
age annual net growth of sawtimber is the
average for the years between inventories
(1985 to 1997 in this report).

Basal area.—Tree area in square feet of the
cross section at breast height of a single tree.
When the basal areas of all trees in a stand
are summed, the result is usually expressed
as square feet of basal area per acre.

Biomass.—The aboveground volume of all live
trees (including bark but excluding foliage)
reported in green tons (i.e., green weight).
Biomass has four components:

Bole.—Biomass of a tree from 1 foot above
the ground to a 4-inch top outside bark.

Tops and limbs.—Total biomass of tree
from a 1-foot stump minus the bole.

1- to 5-inch trees.—Total aboveground
biomass of a tree from 1 to 5 inches in
diameter at breast height.

Stump.—Biomass of a tree 5 inches d.b.h.
and larger from the ground to a height
of 1 foot.

Bolts.—Roundwood logs of less than 8 feet in
length that are converted into shingles,
cooperage stock, dimension stock, blocks,
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blanks, excelsior, etc.  No minimum diameter
limits.  Does not include logs used for the
manufacture of pulp or veneer.

Commercial species.—Tree species presently
or prospectively suitable for industrial wood
products.  (Note:  Excludes species of typi-
cally small size, poor form, or inferior quality
such as hophornbeam, Osage-orange, and
redbud.)

Cord.—One standard cord is 128 cubic feet of
stacked wood, including bark and air space.
Cubic feet can be converted to solid wood
standard cords by dividing by 79.

Corporate.—Lands owned by a private corpo-
ration not in the business of operating
primary wood-using plants.

County and municipal land.—Land owned by
counties and local public agencies or mu-
nicipalities, or land leased to these govern-
mental units for 50 years or more.

Cropland.—Land under cultivation within the
last 24 months; including cropland har-
vested, crop failures, cultivated summer
fallow, idle cropland used only for pasture,
orchards, active Christmas tree plantations
indicated by annual shearing, nurseries, and
land in soil improvement crops, but exclud-
ing land cultivated in developing improved
pasture.

Cull.—Portions of a tree that are unusable for
industrial wood products because of rot,
missing or dead material, form, or other
defect.

Current annual net growth of growing
stock.—The annual change in volume of
sound wood in live sawtimber and
poletimber trees, and the total volume of
trees entering these classes through in-
growth, less volume losses resulting from
natural causes, reported for a single year
(1997 in this report).  Current net growth is
based on an estimate of the current annual
increment of each growing-stock tree in the
inventory.

Current annual net growth of sawtimber.—
The annual change in the volume of live
sawtimber trees, and the total volume of
trees reaching sawtimber size, less volume

losses resulting from natural causes, re-
ported for a single year (1997 in this report).
Current net growth is based on an estimate
of the current annual increment of each
growing-stock tree in the inventory.

Current annual removals from growing
stock.—The current net growing-stock
volume in growing-stock trees removed
annually for roundwood forest products, in
addition to the volume of logging residues,
and the volume of other removals.  Current
annual removals of growing stock are re-
ported for a single year (1997 in this report);
they are based on a survey of primary wood
processing mills to determine removals for
products and on information from
remeasurement plots (see Survey Procedures
in the Appendix) to determine removals due
to land-use change.

Current annual removals from sawtimber.—
The current net board foot sawtimber volume
of live sawtimber trees removed annually for
roundwood forest products, in addition to
the volume of logging residues, and the
volume of other removals.  Current annual
removals of sawtimber are reported for a
single year (1997 in this report); they are
based on a survey of primary wood process-
ing mills to determine removals for products
and on information from remeasurement
plots (see Survey Procedures in the Appen-
dix) to determine removals due to land use
change.

Diameter class.—A classification of trees
based on diameter outside bark, measured
at breast height 4.5 feet above the ground.
(Note:  d.b.h. is the common abbreviation for
diameter at breast height.)  Two-inch diam-
eter classes are commonly used in Forest
Inventory and Analysis, with the even inch
the approximate midpoint for a class.  For
example, the 6-inch class includes trees 5.0
through 6.9 inches d.b.h.

Diameter at breast height (d.b.h.).—The
outside bark diameter at 4.5 feet (1.37 m)
above the forest floor on the uphill side of
the tree.  For determining breast height, the
forest floor includes the duff layer that may
be present, but does not include unincorpo-
rated woody debris that may rise above the
ground line.
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Forest industry land.—Land owned by com-
panies or individuals operating primary
wood-using plants.

Forest land.—Land at least 10 percent
stocked by forest trees of any size, or for-
merly having had such tree cover, and not
currently developed for nonforest use.  (Note:
Stocking is measured by comparing specified
standards with basal area and/or number of
trees, age or size, and spacing.)  The mini-
mum area for classification of forest land is 1
acre.  Roadside, streamside, and windbreak
strips of timber must have a crown width of
at least 120 feet to qualify as forest land.
Unimproved roads and trails or clearings in
forest areas shall be classed as forest if less
than 120 feet wide.  Water bodies (rivers,
streams, or lakes) less than 30 feet in width
shall be classed as forest.  Water bodies
more than 30 feet in width are classified as
water (See Tree, Land, Timberland, Reserved
forest land, Other forest land, Stocking, and
Water.)

Forest type.—A classification of forest land
based on the species forming a plurality of
the live tree stocking.  FIA forest type classi-
fication is based on the tree species that
were found on the plot and a national algo-
rithm with regional modifications.  Under
this system, a forest condition is initially
classified into a forest type group.  These
forest type groups are defined at a national
level and not all forest type groups occur
within a State.  For example, the aspen-birch
type group does not occur in Illinois and
therefore does not appear in this report.
Within these forest type groups, local (State-
specific) forest types are recognized within a
State.  In some cases, only one local forest
type is defined within a forest type group for
a State, and in other forest type groups there
may be two or more local types recognized
within a type group.  Table 3 displays the
forest type groups and local forest types.
The following descriptions of each of the
forest type groups and local forest types that
were identified in Illinois are based on the
algorithms used to classify the conditions.
The lists of associated species (species not in
the type name that are commonly found
growing in the forest type) and other com-
ments are based on the data observed on
plots from this inventory.

White-red-jack pine.—Forests in which
eastern white pine, red pine, and jack pine,
singly or in combination, comprise the
plurality of the stocking.  Illinois is on the
very southern range of this forest type group.
The natural ranges of red and jack pine do
not extend into Illinois and eastern white
pine naturally occurs only in the northern
portions of the State.

White pine.—Forests in which eastern
white pine comprises a plurality of the
stocking.  Illinois is on the very southern
range of eastern white pine and it rarely
predominates stocking in natural stands.
The stands classified as white pine in this
report were all planted stands including
overgrown Christmas tree plantations.  Red
pine, Scotch pine, and other planted species
are common associates in these stands as
well as other pioneer species such as eastern
redcedar, black cherry, and yellow-poplar
that seed in and become established in these
plantations.

Loblolly-shortleaf pine.—Forests in which
loblolly pine and shortleaf pine, singly or in
combination, comprise the plurality of the
stocking.  Illinois is on the very northern
range of this forest type group.  The natural
range of loblolly pine does not extend into
Illinois and shortleaf pine naturally occurs
only in the southern portions of the State.

Shortleaf pine.—Forests in which shortleaf
pine comprises the plurality of the stocking.
The stands classified as shortleaf pine in this
report are for the most part planted stands.
Yellow-poplar, eastern cottonwood, and black
cherry are common associates in these
stands after they seed in and become estab-
lished in these plantations.

Oak-pine.—Forests in which hardwoods,
singly or in combination, comprise the
plurality of the stocking and where soft-
woods comprise 25 to 50 percent of the
stocking.  In Illinois, this may or may not be
a natural forest type.  Many stands that are
classified in this group are on disturbed sites
that are in transition or are softwood planta-
tions that have a large hardwood component.

Eastern redcedar.—Forests in which
eastern redcedar comprises the plurality of
the stocking.  These are primarily heavily
disturbed sites such as abandoned agricul-
tural land and pastures where eastern
redcedar has become established.
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Eastern redcedar-hardwood.—Forests in
which hardwoods, singly or in combination,
comprise the plurality of the stocking and
where eastern redcedar comprises 25 to 50
percent of the stocking.  In Illinois, the
hardwood component of these stands is
primarily yellow-poplar, red oak, white oak,
hickory, and ash.

Oak-pine.—Forests in which oaks and
hickories, singly or in combination, comprise
the plurality of the stocking and where pine
comprises 25 to 50 percent of the stocking.
In Illinois, these can be naturally occurring
shortleaf pine-oak stands or pine plantations
that have large hardwood components.

Oak-hickory.—Forests in which upland
oaks and hickories, singly or in combination,
comprise the plurality of the stocking.

Chestnut-scarlet oak.—Forests in which
upland oaks and hickories, singly or in
combination, comprise the plurality of the
stocking, and chestnut oak, scarlet oak, post
oak, or blackjack oak comprise at least 50
percent of the total stocking.

White oak-red oak-hickory.—Forests in
which upland oaks and hickories, singly or
in combination, comprise the plurality of the
stocking and they do not meet the stocking
criteria for chestnut-scarlet oak.  Species
commonly associated with this forest type
include ash, elm, black cherry, sassafras,
black locust, and black walnut.

Oak-gum-cypress.—Forests in which
tupelo, blackgum, sweetgum, bottomland
oaks, or cypress, singly or in combination,
comprise a plurality of the stocking.  Species
commonly associated with this forest type in
Illinois include sycamore, soft maple, black
cherry, and elm.

Elm-ash-cottonwood.—Forests in which
lowland elm, ash, soft maple, or cottonwood,
singly or in combination, comprise a plural-
ity of the stocking.

Elm-ash-soft maple.—Forests in which
lowland elm, ash, soft maple, or cottonwood,
singly or in combination, comprise a plural-
ity of the stocking.  Species commonly
associated with the elm-ash-soft maple
forest type in Illinois include cottonwood,
sycamore, hackberry, boxelder, honeylocust,
willow, and river birch.

Maple-beech-birch.—Forests in which hard
maple, beech, yellow birch, basswood,
upland elm, ash, and soft maple, singly or in
combination, comprise a plurality of the
stocking.  This forest type group is typically
found on better upland sites.

Maple-beech.—Forests classified in the
maple-beech-birch type group in Illinois.
Yellow birch is rare in Illinois and the name
maple-beech reflects this fact.  Species
commonly associated with the maple-beech
forest type in Illinois include elm, black
walnut, basswood, black cherry, ash, and
yellow-poplar.

Nonstocked.—Forest stands that do not
meet minimum stocking levels and therefore
cannot be assigned a forest stand.  These
stands are primarily recent clearcuts, or fire
or storm-damaged areas where regeneration
has not yet been established.  Nonforest
areas that are converting to forest will not be
classified as nonstocked because once they
have the minimum stocking necessary to be
classified as forest they can also be assigned
a forest type.

Growing-stock tree.—A live tree of commer-
cial species that meets specified standards of
size, quality, and merchantability.  (Note:
Excludes rough, rotten, and dead trees.)

Growing-stock volume.—Net volume in cubic
feet of growing-stock trees 5.0 inches d.b.h.
and over, from 1 foot above the ground to a
minimum 4.0-inch top diameter outside bark
of the central stem or to the point where the
central stem breaks into limbs.

Hard hardwoods.—Hardwood species with an
average specific gravity greater than 0.50
such as oaks, hard maple, hickories, and
ash.

Hardwoods.—Dicotyledonous trees, usually
broad-leaved and deciduous.  (See Soft
hardwoods and Hard hardwoods.)

Improved pasture.—Land currently improved
for grazing by cultivating, seeding, irrigating,
or clearing trees or brush and less than 10
percent stocked with trees.

Indian land.—Land held in trust by the United
States for tribes or individual Indians.

Industrial wood.—All roundwood products
except residential fuelwood.

Land.—(a) Bureau of the Census.  Dry land
and land temporarily or partly covered by
water such as marshes, swamps, and river
flood plains (omitting tidal flats below mean
high tide); streams, sloughs, estuaries, and
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canals less than one-eighth of a statute mile
wide; and lakes, reservoirs, and ponds less
than 40 acres in area.

        (b) Forest Inventory and Analysis.  The
same as the Bureau of the Census, except
minimum width of streams, etc., is 120 feet
and minimum size of lakes, etc., is 1 acre.

Live trees.—Growing-stock, rough, and rotten
trees 1.0 inch d.b.h. and larger.

Log grade.—A log classification based on
external characteristics as indicators of
quality or value.  Log grade was assigned to
a sample of softwood sawtimber trees
throughout the State during the 1998 inven-
tory.  Also see Tree grade.  (See the Appendix
for specific grading factors used.)

Logging residue.—The unused portions of cut
trees, plus unused trees killed by logging.

Marsh.—Nonforest land that characteristically
supports low, generally herbaceous or
shrubby vegetation, and that is intermit-
tently covered with water.

Merchantable.—Refers to a pulpwood or saw-
log section that meets pulpwood or saw-log
specifications, respectively.

Miscellaneous Federal land.—Federal land
other than National Forest and land admin-
istered by the Bureau of Land Management
or Bureau of Indian Affairs.

National Forest land.—Federal land that has
been legally designated as National Forest or
purchase units, and other land administered
by the USDA Forest Service.

Net volume.—Gross volume less deductions
for rot, sweep, or other defect affecting use
for timber products.

Noncommercial species.—Tree species of
typically small size, poor form, or inferior
quality that normally do not develop into
trees suitable for industrial wood products.

Nonforest land.—Land that has never sup-
ported forests, and land formerly forested
where use for timber management is pre-
cluded by development for other uses.  (Note:
Includes areas used for crops, active Christ-
mas tree plantations as indicated by annual
shearing, orchards, nurseries, improved

pasture, residential areas, city parks, im-
proved roads of any width and adjoining
clearings, powerline clearings of any width,
and 1- to 40-acre areas of water classified by
the Bureau of the Census as land.)  If inter-
mingled in forest areas, unimproved roads
and nonforest strips must be more than 120
feet wide and more than 1 acre in area to
qualify as nonforest land.

        Nonforest land without trees.—Nonforest
land with no live trees present.

        Nonforest land with trees.—Nonforest land
with one or more trees per acre at least 5
inches d.b.h.

Nonstocked land.—Timberland less than 10
percent stocked with all live trees.

Other forest land.—Forest land not capable of
producing 20 cubic feet per acre per year of
industrial wood crops under natural condi-
tions and not associated with urban or rural
development.  Many of these sites contain
tree species that are not currently utilized for
industrial wood production or trees of poor
form, small size, or inferior quality that are
unfit for most industrial products.  Unpro-
ductivity may be the result of adverse site
conditions such as sterile soil, dry climate,
poor drainage, high elevation, and rockiness.
This land is not withdrawn from timber
utilization.

Other removals.—Growing-stock trees re-
moved but not utilized for products, or trees
left standing but “removed” from the timber-
land classification by land use change.
Examples are removals from cultural opera-
tions such as timber stand improvement
work and land clearing, and the standing
volume on land classified originally as
timberland but later designated as reserved
from timber harvesting (such as a newly
established State Park).

Ownership size class.—The amount of tim-
berland owned by one owner, regardless of
the number of parcels.

Pasture.—Land presently used for grazing or
under cultivation to develop grazing.

Physiographic class.—A measure of soil and
water conditions that affect tree growth on a
site.  The physiographic classes are:

       Xeric sites.—Very dry soils where excessive
drainage seriously limits both growth and
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species occurrence.  Example: eastern
redcedar barrens.

       Xeromesic sites.—Moderately dry soils
where excessive drainage limits growth and
species occurrence to some extent.  Ex-
ample: dry oak ridge.

       Mesic sites.—Deep, well-drained soils.
Growth and species occurrence are limited
only by climate.  Example: well-drained
terraces of loamy soil.

       Hydromesic sites.—Moderately wet soils
where insufficient drainage or infrequent
flooding limits growth and species occur-
rence to some extent.  Example: moderately
drained bottomland hardwood sites.

       Hydric sites.—Very wet sites where excess
water seriously limits both growth and
species occurrence.  Example: frequently
flooded river bottoms.

Plant byproducts.—Plant residues used for
products such as mulch, pulp chips, and
fuelwood.

Plantation.—An artificially reforested area
sufficiently productive to qualify as timber-
land.  The planted species is not necessarily
predominant.  Christmas tree plantations,
which are considered cropland, are not
included.

Plant residues.—Wood and bark materials
generated at manufacturing plants during
production of other products.

Poletimber stand.—(See Stand-size class.)

Poletimber tree.—A live tree of commercial
species at least 5.0 inches d.b.h., but
smaller than sawtimber size.

Potential productivity class.—A classifica-
tion of forest land in terms of inherent
capacity to grow crops of industrial wood.
The class identifies the potential growth in
merchantable cubic feet/acre/year at culmi-
nation of mean annual increment of fully
stocked natural stands.

Private individual land.—Privately owned
land not owned by forest industry.  This
class includes the formerly used Farmer and
Miscellaneous private classes.

Reserved forest land.—Forest land withdrawn
from timber utilization through statute,

administrative regulation, or designation.
Note:  historically, Christmas tree planta-
tions were classified as reserved forest land.
However, Christmas tree plantations are now
classified as cropland.

Rotten tree.—Live trees of commercial species
that do not contain at least one 12-foot saw
log or two saw logs 8 feet or longer, now or
prospectively, and/or do not meet regional
specifications for freedom from defect prima-
rily because of rot; that is, when more than
50 percent of the cull volume in a tree is
rotten.

Rough tree.—(a) Live trees of commercial
species that do not contain at least one
merchantable 12-foot saw log or two saw
logs 8 feet or longer, now or prospectively,
and/or do not meet regional specifications
for freedom from defect primarily because of
roughness or poor form, and (b) all live trees
of noncommercial species.

Roundwood products.—Logs, bolts, or other
round sections (including chips from round-
wood) cut from trees for industrial or con-
sumer uses.  (Note:  Includes saw logs,
veneer logs, and bolts; cooperage logs and
bolts; pulpwood; fuelwood; pilings; poles;
posts; hewn ties; mine timbers; and various
other round, split, or hewn products.)

Salvable dead tree.—A standing or down dead
tree considered merchantable by regional
standards.

Sapling.—A live tree 1.0 to 5.0 inches d.b.h.

Sapling-seedling stand.—(See Stand-size
class.)

Saw log.—A log meeting minimum standards
of diameter, length, and defect, including
logs at least 8 feet long, sound and straight
and with a minimum diameter outside bark
(d.o.b.) for softwoods of 7.0 inches (9.0
inches for hardwoods) or other combinations
of size and defect specified by regional
standards.

Saw-log portion.—That part of the bole of
sawtimber trees between the stump and the
saw-log top.

Saw-log top.—The point on the bole of saw-
timber trees above which a saw log cannot
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be produced.  The minimum saw-log top is
7.0 inches d.o.b. for softwoods and 9.0
inches d.o.b. for hardwoods.

Sawtimber stand.—(See Stand-size class.)

Sawtimber tree.—A live tree of commercial
species containing at least a 12-foot saw log
or two noncontiguous saw logs 8 feet or
longer, and meeting regional specifications
for freedom from defect.  Softwoods must be
at least 9.0 inches d.b.h.  Hardwoods must
be at least 11.0 inches d.b.h.

Sawtimber volume.—Net volume of the saw-
log portion of live sawtimber in board feet,
International 1/4-inch rule (unless specified
otherwise), from stump to a minimum 7.0
inches top d.o.b. for softwoods and a mini-
mum 9.0 inches top d.o.b. for hardwoods.

Seedling.—A live tree less than 1.0 inch d.b.h.
that is expected to survive.  Only softwood
seedlings more than 6 inches tall and hard-
wood seedlings more than 1 foot tall are
counted.

Short-log (rough tree).—A sawtimber-size tree
of commercial species that contains at least
one merchantable 8- to 11-foot saw log but
not a 12-foot saw log.

Shrub.—A woody, perennial plant differing
from a perennial herb in its persistent and
woody stem(s) and less definitely from a tree
in its lower stature and/or the general
absence of a well-defined main stem.  For
this report, shrubs were separated somewhat
arbitrarily into tall and low shrubs as fol-
lows:
  Tall shrubs.—Normally taller than 1.6 to
3.2 feet (0.5 to 1.0 meter).
  Low shrubs.—Normally shorter than 1.6 to
3.2 feet (0.5 to 1.0 meter).  (Woody perennial
vines, such as grape, were included with low
shrubs.)

Shrub and tree seedling biomass.—The total
aboveground weight of trees less than 1.0
inch in diameter and all shrubs.

Site index.—An expression of forest site
quality based on the height of a free-growing
dominant or codominant tree of a represen-
tative species in the forest type at age 50.

Soft hardwoods.—Hardwood species with an
average specific gravity less than 0.50, such
as cottonwood, red maple, basswood, and
willow.

Softwoods.—Coniferous trees, usually ever-
green, having needles or scale-like leaves.

Stand.—A group of trees on a minimum of 1
acre of forest land that is stocked by forest
trees of any size.

Stand-age class.—A classification based on
age of the main stand.  Main stand refers to
trees of the dominant forest type and stand-
size class.

Stand-size class.—A classification of stocked
(see Stocking) forest land based on the size
class of live trees on the area; that is, saw-
timber, poletimber, or seedlings and sap-
lings.

Sawtimber stands.—Stands with half or
more of live tree stocking in sawtimber or
poletimber trees, and with sawtimber stock-
ing at least equal to poletimber stocking.

Poletimber stands.—Stands with half or
more of live tree stocking in poletimber and/
or sawtimber trees, and with poletimber
stocking exceeding that of sawtimber.

Sapling-seedling stands.—Stands with
more than half of the live tree stocking in
saplings and/or seedlings.

State land.—Land owned by the State of
Illinois or leased to it for 50 years or more.

Stocking.—The degree of occupancy of land
by live trees, measured by basal area and/or
the number of trees in a stand by size or age
and spacing, compared to the basal area
and/or number of trees required to fully
utilize the growth potential of the land; that
is, the stocking standard.  A stocking per-
cent of 100 indicates full utilization of the
site and is equivalent to 80 square feet of
basal area per acre in trees 5.0 inches d.b.h.
and larger.  In a stand of trees less than 5
inches d.b.h., a stocking percent of 100
would indicate that the present number of
trees is sufficient to produce 80 square feet
of basal area per acre when the trees reach 5
inches d.b.h.
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Stands are grouped into the following stocking
classes:

Overstocked stands.—Stands in which
stocking of live trees is 100 percent or more.

Fully stocked stands.—Stands in which
stocking of live trees is from 61 to 99 per-
cent.

Medium stocked stands.—Stands in which
stocking of live trees is from 36 to 60 per-
cent.

Poorly stocked stands.—Stands in which
stocking of live trees is from 10 to 35 per-
cent.

Nonstocked areas.—Timberland on which
stocking of live trees is less than 10  percent.

Timber products output.—All timber prod-
ucts cut from roundwood and byproducts of
wood manufacturing plants.  Roundwood
products include logs, bolts, or other round
sections cut from growing-stock trees, cull
trees, salvable dead trees, trees on nonforest
land, noncommercial species, sapling-size
trees, and limbwood.  Byproducts from
primary manufacturing plants include slabs,
edging, trimmings, miscuts, sawdust, shav-
ings, veneer cores and clippings, and screen-
ings of pulpmills that are used as pulpwood
chips or other products.

Timberland.—Forest land that is producing,
or is capable of producing, more than 20
cubic feet per acre per year of industrial
wood crops under natural conditions, that is
not withdrawn from timber utilization, and
that is not associated with urban or rural
development.  Currently inaccessible and
inoperable areas are included.  (Timberland
was formerly called commercial forest land.)

Tree.—A woody plant usually having one or
more erect perennial stems, a stem diameter
at breast height of at least 3 inches, a more
or less definitely formed crown of foliage, and
a height of at least 13 feet at maturity.

Tree biomass.—The total aboveground weight
(including the bark but excluding the foliage)
of all trees from 1 to 5 inches in d.b.h., and
the total aboveground weight (including the
bark but excluding the foliage) from a 1-foot
stump for trees more than 5 inches in
diameter.

Tree grade.—A classification of the lower 16
feet of the bole of standing trees based on
external characteristics as indicators of the
quality and quantity of lumber that could be
produced from the tree.  Tree grade was
assigned to a sample of hardwood sawtimber
trees during the 1998 inventory.  Also see
Log grade.  (See the Appendix for specific
grading factors used.)

Tree size class.—A classification of trees
based on diameter at breast height, includ-
ing sawtimber trees, poletimber trees, sap-
lings, and seedlings.

Upper stem portion.—That part of the bole of
sawtimber trees above the saw-log top to a
minimum top diameter of 4.0 inches d.o.b.,
or to the point where the central stem breaks
into limbs.

Urban and other areas.—Areas within the
legal boundaries of cities and towns; subur-
ban areas developed for residential, indus-
trial, or recreational purposes; school yards;
cemeteries; roads; railroads; airports;
beaches; powerlines and other rights-of-way;
or other nonforest land not included in any
other specified land use class.

Urban forest land.—Land that would other-
wise meet the criteria for timberland, but
that is in an urban-suburban area sur-
rounded by commercial, industrial, or
residential development and not likely to be
managed for the production of industrial
wood products on a continuing basis.  Wood
removed would be for land clearing, fuel-
wood, or esthetic purposes.  Such forest land
may be associated with industrial, commer-
cial, residential subdivision, industrial
parks, golf course perimeters, airport buffer
strips, and public urban parks that qualify
as forest land.

Water.—(a) Bureau of the Census.—Permanent
inland water surfaces, such as lakes, reser-
voirs, and ponds at least 40 acres in area;
and streams, sloughs, estuaries, and canals
at least one-eighth of a statute mile wide.

   (b) Noncensus.—Permanent inland
water surfaces, such as lakes, reservoirs,
and ponds from 1 to 39.9 acres in area; and
streams, sloughs, estuaries, and canals from
120 feet to one-eighth of a statute mile wide.
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Wooded pasture.—Improved pasture with
more than 10 percent stocking in live trees,
but less than 25 percent stocking in grow-
ing-stock trees.  Area is currently improved
for grazing or there is other evidence of
grazing.

Wooded strip.—An acre or more of natural
continuous forest land that would otherwise
meet survey standards for timberland except
that it is less than 120 feet wide.
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